Visitor Information

www.cdg.go.kr / 02-762-8261

Opening Hours
Feb. ~ May. 09:00 ~ 17:00
Jun. ~ Aug. 09:00 ~ 17:30
Sep. ~ Oct. 09:00 ~ 15:30
Nov. ~ Jan. 09:00 ~ 16:30
Closed on Mondays

Tickets can be purchased at least one hour before the palace closes.

Admission
The Palace
Adults : ₩3,000 / Group (10 persons or more) ₩2,400
Children : ₩1,500 / Group (10 persons or more) ₩1,200

The Secret Garden
Required to purchase an单独 ticket
Adults : ₩5,000 / Children : ₩2,500 (No group discounts available)
Free admission for seniors aged 65 or older with ID card.

*secret Garden is not included.
*A Visit to Changdeokgung Palace is possible with extra ticket purchase.

Tours
The Palace tours
(Takes 60min)
Korean 09:30, 11:30, 13:30, 15:30, 16:30
English 10:30, 14:30
Japane 12:30 / Chinese 11:00

The Secret Garden tours
(Takes 90min)
Korean 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 13:00, 14:00, 15:00, 16:00, 16:30
English 11:30, 13:30, 15:30 / Chinese 12:30

- Only guided tours are offered in the Secret Garden.
- Tickets for the palace and the Secret Garden are valid for the day of purchase-except for the combination ticket.

Transportation
Subway Jongno 3-ga station (Line 1, 3 or 5, Exit 6), Anguk Station (Line 3, Exit 3)
Bus Blue bus : 109, 151, 162, 171, 272 Green bus : 7025
- For details, refer to the City of Seoul webpage (http://bus.seoul.go.kr)

Combination Tour Packages
Cultural Heritage Administration presents a combination tour package to provide convenient tours to 4 Palaces and the Jongmyo Royal Ancestral Shrine
- Combination Tour: Locations: 4Palaces+Spyeonggung, Changdeokgung, Changdeokgung, Ongnyucheon Stream created
- Combination Ticket Price : ₩10,000 (₩14,000 if purchased separately)
- Where to Purchase Tickets: The ticket office at any of the 4 Palaces or at the Royal Ancestral Shrine
- Expiration Date : 1 Month after purchase

No smoking or pets are allowed within the palace grounds.

fixed price ₩500

CHANGDEOKGUNG PALACE

1405 Changdeokgung Palace constructed
1406 Secret Garden created in the northeast part of Changdeokgung
1462 Secret Garden extended
1592 Palace destroyed by fire during Japanese invasion
1610 Palace reconstructed
1623 Most palace structures destroyed by fire after a revolt to restore King Injo
1636 Ongnyucheon Stream created
1647 Palace reconstructed again
1704 Daebodan (altar of the last emperor of Ming China) constructed
1776 Gyujanggak (Royal Library) and Juhumu Pavilion constructed
1813 Daewonjeon (Queen’s residence) damaged by fire
1921 New Seonwonjeon Shrine constructed in Secret Garden
1991 Restoration project started
1997 Changdeokgung Palaces complex inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List
Arumjigi Culture Keepers Foundation funded the design of this miniguide | image: 2x4, ahngraphics